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Executive summary
The security of an embedded system should not be an afterthought, an after-thefact add-on or a nice-to-have feature. Either security is designed into the embedded
processor so that the device operates as intended from the time power is first supplied,
or it’s not. And if it’s not, there may be problems.
Of course, when an issue as complex as security comes up, usually the first question
a designer will ask is where to begin? Without a strong foundation, the security
subsystem of an embedded system will be built on sand. Every security feature or
capability in the system will be only as strong and as effective as the foundation upon
which it is built. Building a powerful security foundation begins when the system boots.
This white paper explains how the secure boot process has been designed into TI
Sitara™ processors, as well as their supporting infrastructures, and how these design
features provide the root-of-trust upon which designers can begin to build security
subsystems to meet their desired security objectives.
What is secure boot?

say that in the absence of a secure boot process,
there is no root-of-trust established in the system.

The system booting process occurs every time a

So, to secure the boot process, the boot firmware

system is reset or power is applied to an unpowered

stored in memory must be certifiably secure and

system. The objective of a boot process is to

authentic. If hackers have tampered with the boot

initialize all of the necessary hardware and firmware

code, they may have inserted malware that can

to allow the system to operate. Typically, the

hijack the system entirely, download the intellectual

embedded multicore processor starts booting from

property (IP), snoop on unsuspecting users or

on-chip read-only memory (ROM), which does basic

take any number of nefarious actions. One of the

device initialization, followed by accessing the boot

fundamental technologies that is used to secure the

code/software, which begins the whole process.

boot process is cryptography, which can be used to

In typical multicore embedded systems, this boot

limit access to boot code to only authorized users,

firmware is stored in nonvolatile memory like a Flash

to secure code as it is transferred from memory to

memory that is external to the processor itself.

the processor and to certify the authenticity of boot

The first possible point where the security of

code as it arrives to be processed.

the system might be compromised is during

Fundamentals of cryptography

the boot process when the system is becoming
operational. If this process is not secure, then no

Security keys play a major role in many security

other subsequent process that executes on the

schemes. The two most common key processing

system can be assumed to be secure. That is to
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secure the boot process are asymmetric and

known since that data could only have come from

symmetric cryptography. These techniques often

the holder of the Private Key that signed the data.

rely on other elements of cryptography, such as

These techniques can be used by an embedded

random number generators and hashing. Random

processor to authenticate the boot code stored

numbers are used as the basis for many of the

in external memory to check that it has not been

encryption algorithms that are currently prevalent

tampered with or hacked.

in the industry. A hashing engine performs a
calculation on a block of data and produces a

•

number, which is associated with the data and

This cryptographic technique involves only one

referred to as a digest. Surreptitious or accidental

key for both encryption and decryption. The key

changes to the data will change this hash value

size can vary from 56 to 256 bits; the larger the

and thereby alert the security system that someone

key, the more security it provides. Various security

has tampered with the data. Hashing is particularly

algorithms like AES, DES, 3DES and others require

useful in certain cryptographic operations such as

keys of different lengths. Since security depends on

digital signatures, data integrity, non-repudiation,

just one key, it must be protected to the utmost by

message authentication and other forms

the customer.

of authentication.
•

Symmetric Cryptography

A symmetric key is used in secure boot flow to
provide code/data confidentiality to meet the

Asymmetric Cryptography

goal of IP protection, where the code and data

Asymmetric cryptography involves a matched set

while sitting in external Flash is encrypted with the

of two keys, a Public and Private Key. The Public

symmetric key.

Key is just that, public. It is available to anyone, but
whatever is encrypted, such as code or data, by

Encryption

the Public Key can only be decrypted by the holder
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Figure 2: Symmetric cryptography

of digitally signed data. If signed data can be verified
by a Public Key, then the source of the data is

Secure boot key management
Key management is an important aspect to allow

Asymmetric Encryption

the security of keys involved in the secure boot.
TI’s Sitara™ processors are designed to keep
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Figure 1: Asymmetric cryptography
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Sitara processors provide the ability for a customer

to provision booting keys into the device. These

to specify the root security key (Public Key) that acts

collaterals are designed for early evaluation of key

as a root-of-trust and is fused into the device. Once

provisioning and support customers to transition

fused this root security key cannot be reversed or

from development to volume production.

muted.
This root security key is typically entrusted to

Root Key
(1)

the manufacturer’s chief technical officer for

Device/Factory provision

security. The Chief Technology Officer (CTO) is
able to further bind multiple Public Keys for the

Public key
certificate
(PKC)

use of their organization’s development teams

™

Sitara
processor

and cryptographically associate these keys with
Key ring

Root Public Key. These keys are analogous to a
keyring containing the Public Keys assigned to the
various software development teams within the

Flash

development organization that are working on a
system’s boot code or the various product lines
Public
key

of the company. At the discretion of the CTO, any
of these Public Keys can be revoked at any time

Figure 4: Device key management

should this be required.
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Figure 3: Device keys delegation

The code/software which makes up bootloaders,
kernel, file system, etc. is signed and encrypted

Provisioning keys in hardware

with associated keys that are provisioned in the

The first step in enabling secure boot on the device

device. In a typical scenario, this step involves
pulling code into the secure system like hardware

is to create cryptographic keys and provision

security module and cryptographically signing the

providing the generated keys in the hardware. Using

code. If the encryption option is used, then the

the hardware security module is a common industry

code/software is also encrypted with associated

practice to generate and protect booting keys.

booting keys.

TI provides evaluation modules (EVMs), software
development kits (SDKs), tools and documentation
to showcase the generation of keys and procedure
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extracts the root Public Key from the certificate

Flash image with certificate

and compares against the value programmed

Encrypted
code

Plain text code

in the device, if the Root Public Key match then

1

the certificate is deemed trusted. On-chip ROM

Encryption

Symmetric key
4
Asymmetric
key

2

then uses Root Public Key to cryptographically

Hashing

authenticate key ring data structure that contains
more Public Keys, if authentication passes for key

Certificate

Sign
operation

hash

ring then all keys in key ring are deemed trusted

3

and can be used to authenticate subsequent

Signature

software components.
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Furthermore, device on-chip ROM fetches

Figure 5: Code signing and code encryption

bootloaders and other software components and
authenticates using either the Root Public Key or

Secure booting

one of the keys from the key ring. The device also

Takeover protection (Authentication):

offers an application programming interface which

The prime function of secure boot is to provide

can be invoked by trusted software to authenticate

takeover protection, that when properly configured

the next software and pass control to next software.

can assist customers in designing their systems
such that the device only executes authentic code

IP Protection (Confidentiality)

and rejects code that is not signed by authorized

IP Protection is intended to offer system

keys. Sitara processors use cryptography along with

manufacturers a way to have their IP/code

non-mutable secure boot architecture to ensure

encrypted while sitting in external boot media. IP

the device always forces the check for takeover

Protection is also sometimes required for certain

protection during boot up.

security certification.

Secure booting starts at reset, as part of secure

Sitara processors support IP Protection where the

boot the device initializes itself in preparation to

code/software in external boot media is encrypted.

receive signed and encrypted software/code from

As part of secure boot, the Sitara processor also

boot media. This step involves creating secure

decrypts the code/software using keys provisioned

partition of on-chip SRAM, initializing hardware

in the device.

cryptography engines, switching to secure CPU
mode and configuring various controls within

Conclusion

devices to create a secure environment.

Secure boot, when properly configured, is the

Device on-chip ROM then fetches first code along

foundation for providing a root-of-trust and a

with secure boot certificate from external media

requisite for system security. Sitara processors are

and loads into secure SRAM. On-chip ROM then
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enabled with the hardware, powerful cryptographic
algorithms and support infrastructure needed to
support secure booting that will enable designers
to build security subsystems that meet their desired
security objectives.

Additional resources
Please visit TI’s Sitara processors website or to
obtain more information about secure boot on
AM437x processors, please submit your request
here.
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